Education: Smart Safety
YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO WAIT...

BE PROACTIVE AND PROTECT YOUR CAMPUS NOW

A rise in active shooter incidents over the years have prompted many school officials to re-examine security measures to
determine what combination of prevention and response can
deter such violence.
According to a recent study by the FBI, Educational Institutions rank as one of the highest in active shooter incidents. In fact, 24% of the 160 incidents of active shooters in
the country occurred in an education setting.
Video is the best crime fighting tool that we have, but is there
always immediate access to the video system? Does it tell you
about potential threats? Or are you using it after the fact?

INCREASE SECURITY, FIND SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY, IMPROVE EMERGENCY RESPONSE, AND SAVE MONEY.

CheckVideo transforms your cameras into a smart security solution that
can actually prevent crime. On average law enforcement officers can only
watch 20 minutes of video and still be effective. Video analytics is a mature
technology, and with CheckVideo’s smart matrix, only relevant video with
activity is pushed to security officers, ensuring their response.
Relevant video can be shared with campus police, guard forces or emergency responders in real-time. With full web and mobile access, unlimited
users and no IT investment required, CheckVideo is comprehensive and
proactive security at your service.

Protect your campus today and implement a proactive intelligent video system that can help save lives:

REAL-TIME VIDEO ALERTS via push notifications = real-time response before the situation escalates.
The intelligent system facilitates intelligent decision-making when TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE.
Just like Google, CheckVideo provides the only SEARCH ENGINE for video.
Find in seconds what previously took hours.
Prepare for possible lockdown situations with QUICK ACCESS TO
YOUR VIDEO from any location, even outside the building by multiple
responders, with no user limits or additional software to buy.

www.checkvideo.com

info@checkvideo.com

Contact us today for a
free 3-month trial, with
your existing cameras!
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